This paper describes a Time Warp mechanism designed to exploit temporal uncertainty (TU) in distributed simulation. Novel in the proposed approach are: (a) a formal event model where events are assigned time intervals instead of usual punctual timestamps; (b) an aggressive cancellation technique which shifs overheads from communications to computation; (c) an implementation in Java which deploys a framework for distributed simulations over Internet. The paper introduces the Time Warp mechanism and reports some experimental results using a large PCS model. The experiments confirm that TU is able to speedup simulation without compromising the accuracy of the results.
Introduction
The work described in this paper was stimulated by a recent paper of Richard Fujimoto [l] . In the same perspective the aim is to experiment with temporal uncertainty (TU) in distributed simulation. TU attaches time intervals to events instead of conventional "precise" timestamps. Time intervals express the possible occurrence times for events. The simulation control engine is able to select conveniently the occurrence time of an event within its temporal interval. All of this has the potential of improving the performance of a distributed simulator by relaxing in part the synchronization constraints. The application concurrency degree is thus augumented and also the need to maintain by logical clocks 
An event model based on temporal uncertainty
A simulation model consists of a collection of logical processes (LP) allocated to different physical processors. Each LP is responsible of handling the events of a part of the entire simulation model. Each LP is assisted by a control section which interfaces partner LPs and hosts a local control engine and event list.
The proposed event model assigns a time interval TI to the occurrence of every event E. Let min(T1) and max(T1) be, respectively, the minimum and maximum value of TI. Event E can occur at any time TS where max(TI)>TS>min(TI). The time stamp of the event is denoted as E.TS, and the time interval as E.TI. Time intervals TI and TI' are ordered as in the following: TI < TI' W min(TIUT1') E TI and P TI' TI = TI' W min(TIUT1') E TI and E TI' TI I TI' W TI<TI or TI = TI'. If E and F are two events the shorthand notation is defined: (E,F).TI=E.TInF.TI.
The simulation carried out by an LP consists of a sequence of actions. Relevant actions are send and receive. When an event E is transmitted, two matching actions are generated: send(E) at the sender LP and receive(E) at the receiver LP. The Lamport's happensbefore relation [2] (represented by ->) on actions can be defined as follows: 
E.TI<F.TI, then E+F
Note that case 1. is equivalent to max(E.TI)<min(F.TI). If (E,F).TI#@ and send(E)//send(F), then E and F are contemporary and concurrent. This relation is represented by EIIF.
Definition (CTS-simulation).
A CTS-simulation is a simulation such that:
(1) E+F j E is executed before F (2) EllF 3 E and F can be executed in any order.
In order to realise a CTS-simulation, event timestamps must satisfy the condition: E+F*F.TSG.TS.
In the case E and F get the same timestamp, it is assured that E is executed before F. [10..12] . If the LP first receives E when its Local Virtual Time LVT=13, then event E can be correctly simulated at the time, for instance, E.TS=LVT=l4. If now the LP receives event F (that must be executed after E), two errors occur. The first one is due to F arrived "too late" (F is a straggler). This condition (i.e., LVT>max(F.TI)) will roll the time back to a value T such that F can be executed within its deadline. However, a second error will occur if the timestamp for E is not changed since E.TS>max(F.TI) and it must be executed before F. From the example it follows that a straggler can invalidate all its contemporan events identified by the property: E executed, E+F, (E,F).TI#@, E.TSEF.TI In order to formalize the above idea the notion of past, present and future of an event can be defined. Let S=(El,Ez, ..., EN) be a CTS-ordered sequence of events, E* an event of S, /ast(U) the last event of sequence U and index(E,U) t E, he index of event E in the sequence U.
Definition
In the following it will be denoted by SE* the subsequence of S whose elements E are such that max(E.TI)<min(E*.TI), and by $E* its closure, i.e., the subsequence of S that includes SE-and also the events GE S such that G+E and EE SE*.
Definition (CTS-Past)
The Causal Time Stamp Past, (Past) of E* with respect to S is defined as follows:
Past(S,E*)=(E,IE,E S, ilin&x(lnst( &*),S)).
Definition (CTS-Present)
The Causal Time Stamp Present (Present) of E* with respect to S is defined as follows: Present(S,E*)=(EIEE S,(E,E*).TI#@, EP Past(S,E*)).
Definition (CTS-Future)
The Causal Time Stamp Future (Future) of E* with respect to S is defined as follows: Future(S,E*)=(EIEE S,EP Past( S,E*),Eg Present(S,E*)).
Note that if a causal assignment V is provided for S, then max(E,.TS, E,E $E.)<min(E,.TS, E,+E,).
Let S=(EI,Ez, ..., E,) be a CTS-ordered sequence of events, FE S an event and V=( El.TS, Ez.TS ,..., EN.TS) a causal assignment for S. If S'=(E'I,E'2,. ..., E"+,) is a new CTS-ordered sequence obtained by adding F to S, where: E'i=Ei for i=l..k-I; E'k=F, E'i=Ei-l i=k+l..N+l and k is the lowest index such that F+E,, then the following is a causal assignment for S':
where m=index( last( S'F).~').
Proof
It is to be shown that E'l.l+E'l E',.1.TS5E',.TS. If ism this follows from the hypothesis: since it must be m<k, E',I and E', get the same timestamp provided by V, which is supposed to be causal. If i>m the condition is assured by the rule used to timestamp events that provides a monotonic assignment.
A CTS simulation algorithm based on Time Warp
The proposed algorithm executes a simulation model according to the event model described in the previous section. The algorithm orchestrates a collection C=(LPl ,..., LP,) of Logical Processes interacting to one another through asynchronous and reliable FIFO channels. The following summarizes the main data structures of the control section of each LP (N is the number of LPs). The following are some useful comments. All the events, external or internal generated, relevant to a given LP are maintained in the Event Queue EQ. At its generation an event E gets a time interval TI of size IS. First the event "nominal" timestamp is computed through a random variate generator. Then the nominal timestamp can be either used, according to the chosen criterion, as the central point or as the lower or upper bound of TI.
The interval TI is possibly adjusted to avoid having min( E.TI)<LVT.
Current position in EQ (RES-POS) separates yet processed (or resolved) events from pending and unresolved events. Resolution of an event is accomplished just before being executed (lazy time assignment). The character of an event, e.g., if it is a straggler, is detected after inserting it in EQ.
The OutputQueue stores the identities of the LPs to which at least an event was sent at current simulation time (LVT). This information is used to build undo events according to a modified aggressive cancellation technique [4-51. After the coasting forward phase following a rollback, a single undo event is sent to partner LPs with which the rolled back LP interacted. The undo message asks the receiver LP to cancel (by annihilation or by causing a further rollback) the computational effects due to a whole generation of erroneously transmitted events. Undo events instead of conventional antimessages tend to conserve bandwidth and facilitate an early stop of an uncorrect distributed computation.
Vector clocks [6-71 instead of simple Lamport scalar clocks are actually used for capturing the causal precedence constraints. They provide to LPs the isomorphism: E->FwE.VC<F.VC, where E.VC is the vector clock of event E. An undo event carries only a virtual clock. The undo process triggered by an undo event takes its virtual clock value as a reference epoche. Such a value is reconstructed during a coasting forward phase. The undo event asks in particular the receiver LP to drop all events causally dependent on the undo virtual clock.
When the need arises to update the GVT, as required by the value of the parameter MNSV, the gvt-update() procedure is launched [5] . The procedure is governed by a master LP. The protocol first ensures that all LPs engages the gvt-update procedure by halting the simulation loop. This in turn, since the hypothesis of FIFO channels, guarantees that all in-transit network messages are eventually delivered. After that, each LP communicates to the master a proposed GVT value, computed from the LVT value, the next unresolved event in EQ and the temporal information of just arrived external messages resident in the input buffer of the LP. The minimum among the various proposed GVT values is established by the LP master as the next value of GVT which is then broadcast to all other LPs which, finally, resume the simulation loop.
Simulation experiments
A prototype and totally portable implementation of the Time Warp mechanism with temporal uncertainty was achieved in Java2. An LP is mapped on a Java application. Channels between interacting LPs are realized by TCP sockets which are established at the initialization of the simulation. A major concern was dynamic storage management. In order to conserve memory and minimize garbage collector times, deallocated data structures (events, states, . . .) are kept in reusable pools from where they are picked up on-demand and re-initialized instead of being newly created with the new operator.
The Time Warp implementation has been tested by a PHold application [ 11 and by simulating a large Personal Communication Services (PCS) network [4] [8-lo] . In the following some preliminary results concerning a PCS model are presented.
The wireless communication system provides voice service to Mobile Subscribers (MS). The service area has a wrap-around Manhattan-like topology [IO] partitioned into regular sub-areas called cells. The service within a cell is supplied by a Base Station (BS) which in the model is identified by its coordinates (x,y). A user (i.e., a MS) stays in a cell for a period of time which has a uniform distribution in a range of [ 1,201 time units, then moves to one of the four neighboring cells with probability 1/4. While moving, a new call can be originated. Both the duration of a call and the new call interarrival time are exponentially distributed random variables, with means respectively l/y=l/k75 s. If a new call is generated while the MS,resides in a cell (x,y), then a channel is required to the corresponding BS. Should no channel be available, the call is blocked. When the MS moves from a cell (x,y) to a new cell (x',y') and a call is in progress, then a handover takes place: a new channel is requested to the BS in (x',y') and the channel currently in use in (x,y) is released. In the case that a new channel is not available, the handover procedure fails and the call is dropped.
The simulation model relies only on basic functionalities: movement and voice service with associated handover management. The number of BS channels is assumed to be statically fixed and, for simplicity, no buffering schemes for the handover management and/or call request is introduced.
The PCS model is split into a collection of LPs, one per physical processor, each being responsible of managing the functionalities of all the BSs and MSs belonging to a given sub-area of the PCS network. Every LP holds a single simulation object, named BSM -BSs Manager-which behaves as the LP administrator. BSMs are statically configured according to the chosen system partitioning.
Cell objects are modeled as passive objects, i.e., data structures of BSM. Each BSM is responsible for managing all the BSs with (x,y) belonging to the domain defined by [x-min,x-max]x[y-min,y_max] , where x denotes the Cartesian product. A BSM assigned domain is defined at the configuration time.
User objects are modeled as finite state machines and implemented as messages. A user-message carries enough information for actualizing the state transitions required by its lifecycle. User-messages are received by a BSM which knows the logical behavior of any user and is therefore capable of changing the user status on the basis of the user-message data and of the managed cell data. As a consequence, a BSM can make many simultaneous actions occurring at a given simulated time, without exchanging local zero timestamp increment messages. For instance, the handling of a handover, i.e., releasing a previous channel from an exiting cell and getting a new channel from a new entering cell, can directly be accomplished by a BSM action, given that, as it occurs with very high probability, the exiting cell and the entering one fall in the same sub-area managed by the BSM. A user-message is updated by a BSM which then sends it to itself or to a remote BSM for further processing.
The dynamic behavior of a MS is summarized in Figure 1 . A user can find itself in one of two states: CallOn and CalIOff, depending on the existence of a call in progress or not. Orthogonal to the calling issues is the movement. Only three events are used: move, new-cull and end-call. To exemplify, when the current state is CallOff and a move is received, the user remains in the same state. Each state transition is accompanied by a set of actions (see [4] for more details).
The user lifecycle is packaged and sent to a BSM through a message which carries temporal information (timestamp and vector clock) and a data component. The latter is the following tuple: <status, event, previous-cell, current-cell, dwell-time, call-time>
The status attribute is the user current status. Event is the event under arrival. The fields previous-cell and current-cell represent respectively the exiting cell and the entering one. Both are expressed by their coordinates (x,y). The dwell-time is the time the user will remain in the current cell. The call-time either expresses the duration of the call in progress or the interarrival time of the next new call. All of this is distinguished by the status attribute.
An instance of the user-message represents the occurrence of an event in a given state of the user lifecycle. When a user-message is received by a BSM, either the dwell-time or the call-time gets updated according to the associated random distribution. After that, the minimum between the dwell-time and the call-time is used as a timestamp for scheduling the usermessage in the LP of the same or remote BSM depending on the site the new current-cell is located. A PCS model of 18x18 cells was allocated to a heterogeneous distributed system composed of two Win98 (Pentium 111) and one Sun Solaris (Ultra Sparc 10) platforms interconnected by a 10Mb/s Ethernet shared with other users. The first step when using the proposed Time Warp mechanism is parameter tuning which in turn depends on static load balancing. For the purposes of preliminary experiments the simulation model was simply divided into three equal sub-areas respectively assigned to three LP/processors with a population of 3240 users (10 usedcell) and 3 channelskell. The system was simulated for lo3 time units using SSR=1 (checkpointing at each change of the LVT) and MNSV=5 (after 5 consecutive checkpoints the GVT update procedure is launched) which, in the case of an interval size IS=O (punctual timestamps), minimize the completion time. Figure 2 portrays the completion time versus the interval size. It should be noted that incrementing IS makes more concurrent events and tends to slow the growth of LVT. Figures 3 and 4 respectively show the measured number of rollbacks when IS=O and IS=3 versus GVT. It is confirmed that the use of the temporal uncertainty significantly reduces the number of rollbacks by a factor of 1/5, being able of converting many external messages from stragglers into normal events. Figure 5 illustrates the relative speedup, i.e., the ratio between the completion time when IS=O and the completion time when IS=3, with a varying number of users per cell. A relative speedup of about 1.5 (with three processors) was observed with 25 userdcell. Figure 6 depicts the measured blocking probability Pb, i.e., the ratio between the number of blocked calls and the total number of calls, for a varying number of userskell and a given assignment of channels/ cells. Obviously, the availability of more channels/cell diminishes P,, which increases with the number of users. 
Discussion
The TU based PCS simulation model shown in th previous section incorporates non-deterministic aspects of the real system in two forms. The first one is represented by classical stochastic models which "reproduce" the long term behaviour of the system (for instance, the average number of new calls, etc.). The second one is left in the form of uncertainty and expressed by time intervals. All of this is natural for the chosen system where some facts (e.g., the boundary section between adiacent cells which activates the handover procedure and which can be affected by uncertainty due to physical possibly moving reflecting objects) are not taken into account by the simulation model. Time intervals are sized in such a way that the long term behaviour of the system (e.g., mean values of independent random variables) is preserved. They try to capture the lack of knowledge of very deep details of the physical system.
Pragmatically, it can be observed that the numerical output of a performance index (e.g., the call blocking probability) of the simulation model ran with precise timestamps, is a deterministic function of the seed provided to the simulator. When the time interval size is set to a value greater than zero, the output obtained with a fixed seed can vary according to the actual value assumed by the timestamps within the time intervals. However, all these values are acceptable in the sense that they reflect correct behaviour of the real system since event causality is never violated (for instance, a channel cannot be re-used until it has been released). Moreover, the performance index, as the experiments on the PCS system show, remains substantially unaffected with respect to the use of punctual timestamps. All of this can be exploited to speedup the simulation control engine because the latter can benefit from the flexibility to assign timestamps to events so as to improve simulation performance.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a Time Warp mechanism based on temporal uncertainty and a formal event model. A prototype implementation in Java of the mechanism was achieved which enables distributed simulation over Internet. The paper reports some experimental results using a large PCS system. Despite the use of Java and of a standard Ethernet network, preliminary results indicate that temporal uncertainty can speedup the distributed simulator with respect to the case precise timestamps are adopted, without a loss in the accuracy of the statistics provided a suitable interval size is used.
tuning the Java implementation and porting it to a distributed system based on a fast Ethernet developing a graphical tool facilitating configuration, upload and remote control of LPs
On-going work is geared at 0 investigating the application-dependent character of the uncertainty interval size and the limit at which it can be exploited for improving performance continuing experimenting with the simulation of complex cellular systems according to several design directions, e.g., by introducing a maximum pending time for blocked calls, considering mobile users with multimedia traffic requirements and so forth applying the methodology to the performance evaluation of ad hoc networks.
